
Lugarno Cliff Hardy 24: A Gritty Detective
Novel by Peter Corris
When it comes to the world of crime fiction, few authors can match the brilliance
of Peter Corris. Known for his gripping and gritty style of writing, Corris has
captivated readers for decades with his iconic series featuring the legendary
private detective, Cliff Hardy.

In the latest installment of the Cliff Hardy series, "Lugarno," Corris once again
proves why he is considered a master in the genre. Set against the backdrop of
the picturesque Sydney suburb of Lugarno, Hardy finds himself entangled in a
web of mystery and danger.

About Cliff Hardy

Cliff Hardy, the iconic anti-hero created by Peter Corris, is a tough and street-
smart detective operating in the seedy underbelly of Sydney. With a relentless
dedication to justice, Hardy is not your typical detective. He doesn't play by the
rules and often finds himself in morally ambiguous situations.
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One of the defining characteristics of Hardy is his unwavering commitment to his
clients. Despite the risks and personal sacrifice, he always goes above and
beyond to solve the case. This sense of loyalty resonates with readers, making
Hardy a beloved and relatable character.

The Setting: Lugarno

Lugarno, a suburb located on the Georges River in Sydney, provides a unique
and atmospheric backdrop for the latest Cliff Hardy novel. With its serene views
and quiet streets, Lugarno seems like the perfect haven away from the city's
chaos. However, as Hardy soon discovers, appearances can be deceiving.

In "Lugarno," Corris masterfully captures the essence of this hidden gem.
Through vivid descriptions and detailed storytelling, readers are transported to
the streets of Lugarno, where danger lurks around every corner.

The Plot

Without giving away too much, "Lugarno" kicks off with Hardy being hired to
investigate a seemingly straightforward case of a missing person. However, as he
delves deeper, Hardy soon realizes that there is more to this case than meets the
eye.

The plot thickens as he uncovers a web of corruption, murder, and betrayal. With
each step forward, Hardy finds himself in greater peril as he unravels the dark
secrets within Lugarno's seemingly idyllic streets.

Why "Lugarno" is a Must-Read

"Lugarno" is more than just another detective novel; it is a triumph in crime fiction.
Corris, with his unparalleled storytelling skills, weaves a tale that keeps readers
on the edge of their seats from start to finish.



The character of Cliff Hardy continues to evolve and grow with each installment,
adding depth and complexity to an already beloved protagonist. Corris expertly
combines action, suspense, and a touch of dark humor to create a compelling
narrative that will leave readers craving for more.

With "Lugarno," Peter Corris proves once again why he is a titan in the world of
crime fiction. The intricate plot, the richly portrayed setting, and the unforgettable
character of Cliff Hardy come together to deliver an unforgettable reading
experience.

If you are a fan of detective novels and enjoy getting lost in a thrilling page-turner,
"Lugarno" is a must-read. So, grab a copy, buckle up, and prepare to join Cliff
Hardy on another exhilarating adventure filled with twists, turns, and
unimaginable surprises.
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'The godfather of Australian crime fiction.'

Although the meaner streets of inner Sydney are his traditional stamping
grounds, Cliff Hardy finds that crime can flourish in the leafy, well-heeled outer
suburbs as well. Lugarno may be an unlikely centre for drug dealing and
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corruption but the trail starts with the daughter of a wealthy client and leads
quickly to threats of violence from some serious characters.

Once again, Hardy treads a fine line between police and suspects, coming up
against blackmail and bullets before a surprising finale.

The Black Prince: A Thrilling Adventure with
Cliff Hardy 22 – Unveiling Secrets and Danger
Cliff Hardy fans have been eagerly awaiting the arrival of the latest
installment in this gripping mystery series, and The Black Prince does not
disappoint....

The Other Side Of Sorrow - Unveiling the
Mysteries: Cliff Hardy 23
Cliff Hardy, the renowned Australian private investigator, is back with
another thrilling adventure in his 23rd installment titled "The Other Side
Of...

The Ultimate Guide For Mental Health
Awareness In The Black Community
In recent years, there has been an increasing focus on mental health
awareness. It is a subject that affects people of all races, genders, and
backgrounds. However, it is...
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How Children, Doctors, and Big Pharma
Collided: The Dark Truth Behind an American
Epidemic
Over the past few decades, one alarming trend has emerged in America -
an epidemic of childhood illnesses and disorders that continue to rise at
an unprecedented rate....

The Step By Step Process Of The Most
Powerful Goal Setting Process To Achieving
: Setting goals is an essential part of achieving success in any aspect of
life. From personal development to career growth, having a clear
direction and purpose can...

Temporary Urbanism And The Future Of The
City
The Rise of Temporary Urbanism Urban spaces have always been at the
forefront of innovation and adaptation. As cities grow and develop, they
continuously face new...

Expecting The Broken Brain To Do Mental
Pushups
When it comes to mental health, it is often misunderstood that people
with broken brains can simply fix themselves through sheer willpower
alone....
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Bro On The Go Bro Code: An Ultimate Guide for
Every Bro
Are you a bro looking for guidance in navigating the complexities of the
bro code? Well, look no further! In this comprehensive guide, we are
going to unveil the secrets of...
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